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Foreword
This thesis describes a work performed at TietoEnator AB in Luleå Sweden 2008. The work includes 
a study of name server protocol and distributed algorithm protocols, an evaluation of the existing 
theoretical solutions and a test implementation of the proposed solution that were considered to be 
most suitable and also an evaluation of the implemented solution. 

The authors would like to thank Arne Lundberg at TietoEnator AB and Kåre Synnes at Luleå 
University of Technology for there advise and support. We will also thank our families for there 
carrying support during this time.  
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Abstract
The use of name servers makes the communication between tasks easier and the benefits increases 
with the growth of the network. Since the CES platform developed by TietoEnator AB was made for 
networks placed in base stations and similar products the use of a name server was desirable. Since 
this master thesis only involves the communication within the base station the secure message 
passing was not need. And we could assume that all the messages arrived at some point. This 
assumption was based on that the distance between the name servers was small and the frequency 
of update messages was high.

This master thesis describes the names server that we developed for CES. A name server main task 
is to translate names into address points. A requirement from TietoEnator was that all the name 
servers in the network have all the address point stored that is available in the network. The purpose 
of this thesis is to find a distributed algorithm that distributes all the address point around the network. 
The Name server problem was divided into two parts, Name server and Multicast transport protocol. 
We investigated several existing name server to find out if any of them could be use for our problem 
but they all failed to our requirements. We also looked at some existing multicast transport protocol 
but all of them seemed too advanced for our project and therefore we developed a solution that is 
tailor-made for CES and built upon multicast. We came up with two solutions the first one turned out 
to be very message intensive the messages sent and received during one clock cycle increase 
exponential and therefore not a very efficient. The other solutions messages increase linear and 
therefore a much better solution. 

Our implemented solution were tested in a small scale but it worked very well but needs to be tested 
in a bigger network. 
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Sammanfattning

Användningen av en name server i ett nätverk gör att kommunikationen mellan trådar blir enklare och 
fördelarna ökar i takt med att nätverket blir större. Då CES plattform som är under utveckling av 
TietoEnator AB är ämnad för basstationer och liknande nätverk så är en name server önskvärd. Då 
det här examensarbetet bara berör kommunikationen inuti basstationen så är behovet av en säker 
kommunikation inte nödvändig. Där med kan vi anta att alla meddelanden kommer fram någon gång. 
Detta antagande baseras på att distansen mellan name servrarna är relativt små och frekvensen på 
meddelandena är hög.

Detta examensarbete beskriver den för CES utvecklade name servern. En name servers främsta 
uppgift är att översätta namn till adress punkter. TietoEnator ställde en hel del krav och det främsta 
kraven var att alla instanser av CES skulle ha en name server och att all name server information 
skulle vara helt distribuerad, det vill säga de ville att alla name servrar skulle ha information om alla 
adress punkter som är tillgängliga i nätverket. Syftet med det här examensarbetet var att ta fram en 
name server med adress punkter som skulle distribueras i hela nätverket. Vi valde att dela in 
problemet i två delar, var av den första delen bestod av själva name servern och vad för information 
som skulle sparas i den. Den andra delen bestod i att ta fram en multicast transport protokoll vars 
uppgift är att sprida name servrarnas information i nätverket. Vi undersökte flera redan existerande
name server protokoll men ingen av dem möte våra krav. De multicast transport protokoll som 
existerar idag kändes alldeles för avancerade för vårat projekt. Därför bestämde vi oss för att göra en 
egen skräddarsydd lösning. Vi tog fram två lösningar men den första visade sig skicka otroligt stor 
mängd meddelanden under en Klock cykel. Antalet meddelanden ökade exponentiellt och var därför 
en mindre effektiv lösning. Andra lösningens meddelanden ökade linjärt och var därför en mycket mer 
effektiv lösning.   

Den implementerade lösningen testades i en mindre skala och då fungerade den väldigt 
tillfredsställande. Lösningen bör dock testas ytterligare i ett större nätverk så att man kan får en 
uppfattning av dess effektivitet.  
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1 Introduction
The platform CES has been developed by TietoEnator and is aimed for base stations and similar 
products. An application built on top of CES consists of tasks that communicate through message 
passing via named address points. An address point is used to publish a service that a task offers to 
all other task in the system. A service could represent a hardware component like a sensor or an 
internal software entity that are available for all to use. 

A key part of the CES platform is the name server used to translate logical names into physical 
addresses. So when sending messages to a named address point the user only have to lookup that 
name and receive an address and then send the messages to that address. 

2Mia

3Bo

1Per

AddressName

Lookup Per

Return address 1

Send Message to 1

This may sound easy enough but there are some issues that have to be considered. First of all the 
name server has to distribute all the names and addresses to all members in the network. When 
specified information has to be sent to everyone you need to make sure that the information are 
correct and that it arrives. There are also a couple of topological changes that can occur in the 
network. A link or a system can break down or a new system may join the network and all this 
changes has to be considered. 

In this area a lot of previous work has been done, Name server protocols are used in several different 
instances, like in operating system and in routers. It is also used in local networks and over the 
Internet. The function of the name server is always the same but the way information is distributed 
may differ. Some protocols may have a central solution and other sends request to each other’s name 
servers asking for information. We have looked at different protocols that had both these solutions but 
also made a solution of our own. Our solution is more suitable for CES name server because it is 
custom-made after CES requirements.   

1.1  Purpose and goal 

The purpose of this master thesis is to design and update a distributed name server and to find ways 
to solve all the issues. The goal is to implement one solution as a prototype and to evaluate its 
behaviour. 

Figure 1 A name server
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1.2 Structure of this thesis 

The report is organized as follows:

 Chapter 1 – Introduction. Briefly explain what a name server is and to introduce the reader to 
some of the issues that has to be considered. 

 Chapter 2 – Background. Introduce the reader to the CES platform and also describe the 
problem and questions that arise when implementing a name server.

 Chapter Technical background. In this chapter we briefly look at some of the previous work 
that has been done in this area. We also analyse if the method used in some of the previous 
work could be applicable to our problem. 

 Chapter 4 – Possible solutions. In this chapter we introduce two name servers that are in 
some case similar but differ in how to update and retaining the name server. In the conclusion 
part we decide which one to implement on the basis of our criteria.

 Chapter 5 – Technical solution. The chosen solution is descried in detail, along with the 
design choices.

 Chapter 6 – Analysis.  The implementation was tested with respect to functionality, 
performance and so on.

 Chapter 7 – Conclusions. Conclusions of the work done and goals achieved. 

 Chapter 8 – Future work. How to make the implementation even better and what theoretical 
issues left to be considered.
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2  Background 

2.1 TietoEnator AB 

TietoEnator AB [11] is a multi international company built in 1999 trough a fusion of the Finnish IT-
company Tieto that was founded in 1968 and the Swedish IT-company Enator founded in 1995. 
Today TietoEnator is one of the biggest IT-companies in Europe and they are working with IT issues 
in areas like telecom, banks, forests and healthcare all over the world. TietoEnator are established in 
approximately 30 countries all over the world and they have approximately 14.597 employees and the 
companies turnover was approximately 1 646.5 MEUR during 2006. 

2.2 Communication and Execution Support, CES 

CES [14] is a platform concept developed by TietoEnator and aimed for base stations and similar 
network elements. CES consists of several modules where CES core is the central part. See figure 2 
below. 

SW Managment

Supervision and 
recovery

Boot and load

CES CORE

CES PLATFORM

In this master’s thesis we focus on CES core. CES core provides several functions using an RTOS 
independent API, they are specified below:

 RTOS Kernel and related services
 Location Transparent Communication
 Timers
 Time Synchronization between Control Processors
 Socket interface
 Trace
 CES Resource Supervision

Different kinds of processor families and types can be used and this makes CES more tolerant to 
processor failure. Access to CES runtime service is done through their API. The API is implemented 
in C but an API implemented in C++ can also be supported. 

A number of basic real time system functions needed for portable software are supported in CES, 
tasks and semaphores are some of them. A main design goal for the CES platform has been to have 
an API that hides the underlying RTOS and thus creating an opportunity for building RTOS 
independent applications.

Figure 2 CES platform overview
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A task is the smallest part that can be scheduled and has its own stack and state. CES uses the 
underlying RTOS state model, scheduling algorithm and also the number of tasks in use. A task also 
can be prioritised and the range spans from 0 to 7 where 0 is the lowest priority. CES has kept the 
range of the priorities low to avoid misuse. The application needs at least one static task further tasks 
can be created dynamically. 

CES supports unnamed semaphore, counting semaphores and mutexes. The unnamed counting 
semaphores are used for synchronisation of tasks in special cases where normal task communication 
is not suitable. Mutexes are used to protect shared recourses. CES supports memory protection if the 
underlying RTOS supports it. 

The requirements on the underlying RTOS are few and hence CES can be built on several different 
operating systems e.g. OSE, VxWorks and Linux. Figure 3 below shows a conceptual figure of how a 
classic RTOS are edified and were the name server is located. A classic RTOS does not provide any 
separate memory spaces so all tasks execute in a shared memory area.

T1

CPU1

CES NS

Communication bus

T2

T3

TA

CPU2

CES NS

TB

TC

When CES is configured on top of a classic RTOS each CPU has an instance of CES and a name 
server. The tasks share memory space and communicate through message passing. 

The application domain for CES is network elements such as base stations. A typical application built 
on top of CES has from one to 50 CPU’s each with typically five to 50 tasks. 

The current trend in embedded systems development is to use Linux; one of many reasons is that 
Linux provides memory protection between processes. The current CES prototype implementation on 
Linux uses threads to implement CES tasks. Each Linux process and its address space can be 
viewed as a virtual CPU. In this environment each Linux process has its own CES instance each with 
a name server, as shown in figure 4 below. Each CES instance executes in user space and 
communicates with the other CES instances in the system using UDP/IP. The same communication 
mechanism is used both within one CPU and between CPU’s.

Figure 3 Classic RTOS
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The current CES prototype implements zero-copy message passing within one address space. An 
alternative implementation of CES could be built in kernel space providing zero-copy message 
passing between tasks executing in different process within one CPU. 

The main feature in CES is the location transparent communication which makes it possible to write 
application source code that is independent of the physical locations of the tasks. There is only one 
function used for sending messages and it is used for both communications within a CPU as well 
communication between CPU’s. The CES API completely hides the physical network structure, all 
addressing uses logical names. 

A CES task publishes its publicly available services as Address Points (AP); each address point has a 
unique logical name. A task that wants to utilise one of these services uses a CES API function called 
lookup to locate the required AP. The lookup function will block the calling task while waiting for the 
named address point to appear in the system. 

The CES API also provides an asynchronous way to lookup APs. This is done using the non-blocking 
function discover. It takes a name pattern and whenever a new match occurs in the system a 
notification message is sent to the calling task. 

TASK1 AP-ID
Display Kalle

AP-ID
Sensor Per

Figure 4 Linux user modes this type is used in CES prototype

Figure 5 The task 1 has two different address points available.
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All embedded systems need a timeout function; the CES timeout mechanism is integrated with the 
basic message passing mechanism. This makes it possible for a task to easily block while waiting for 
both messages and timeouts using the basic message receive functionality.

2.3 Specification of requirements CES had some requirements on the name server 
and a specified API. In this part all the requirements are described and also a list of 
the API function that CES supplied is included.

Name server requirements
 The name server has to be implemented in every instance of CES.
 The name server information has to be distributed to the entire network, no central solution is 

allowed. 
 Efficiency - The name server should use CPU power and bandwidth as efficient as possible. 
 Robustness - The name server should still be functional if any of these problems occurs.

- Link goes down
- A link joins the network
- System goes down
- A system joins the network
- Loss of a single packet sent between name servers 

In order to create an implementation suitable for the intended application, the following assumptions 
are given.

 The system is assumed to provide a basic multicast mechanism.
 The internal communication links in the system are designed with high enough bandwidth so 

that congestion does not happen.

Functional demands
These are the function that the user use when communicate with the name server.

 Register an address point – the user should be able to register a named address point at any 
time.

 Unregistered an address point – The user should be able to unregistered an address point at 
any time.

  Lookup a specified address point – The user should be able to lookup a named address point 
and if found the AP is returned to the calling task. 

 Discover a specified pattern – The user should be able to discover a specified pattern and 
when the pattern is found a message is sent back to the calling task.

 Supervise a specified address point – The user should be able to supervise a specified 
address point and if errors occur the calling task will be informed and act accordingly to the 
error.
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2.4 Problem definition

Defining the problem of how to implement a name server for CES can be divided in to two parts. The 
first part contains the name server and what to be stored in it. The second part contains the 
construction of a distributed control algorithm. 

2.4.1 Name Server

A name server basic task is to translate a name into an address. To make this happen some kind of 
storage container is needed and the specified fields in this container that the name server has to have 
are according to CES:

 Address point id
 Name

Every address point in CES should be dedicated an address point identifier when it is stored in the 
name server. Since every CPU has its own name server and register the tasks in different order there 
has to be a way to translate the local AP identifier into a remote identifier. The name should be 
validated and approved before stored into the name server container. The same name cannot exist 
twice within the same CPU (it has to be unique). 

2.4.2 Distributed control algorithm for the Name Server

The requirements for the name server include that the name server should be fully distributed and no 
central solution can be used The main problem for updating the name server is to make sure that all 
the members in the network has all the address points names and identifier stored in the their name 
server. It also has to be able to handle dynamic changes of the network topology. Events that can 
trigger an update and changes of the network are:

 Register a new address point
 Unregistered an address point
 If a system/link goes down
 If a system/link joins the network
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3 Technical Background
After analysing the problem we started to study existing name server protocol to find out what has 
been done and how they have solved storing issues but also for ides and inspiration. Today exist 
several name server protocol on the market and we choose to look at some of them and they are 
NBP [7], DNS [9] and OSE [10]. We also had to look at ways of spreading the information around the 
network and this could be done in different ways but we choose to look at the most efficient way, IP-
multicasting. IP-multicasting has several different transport protocols that were relevant for us
Reliable Multicast Protocol [13], Reliable Multicast Transport Protocol [12] and Scalable Reliable 
Multicast Protocol [8]. 

3.1 Real-time system 

The Oxford Dictionary of Computing gives the following definition of a real-time system [1].

“Any system in which the time at which output is produced is significant. This is usually because the 
input corresponds to some movement in the physical world, and the output has to relate to the same 
movement. The lag from input time to output time must be sufficiently small for acceptable timeliness” 

A real-time system is a system with a special response time demand and is often used in computers 
that are controlling external equipments like in the steering control system of an airplane, in the 
control system of a chemical process and in all kinds of embedded systems like washing machines.
Therefore it is not only the correctness in the response that is important also how fast the system 
respond. An answer that is wrong is as bad as if the answer arrives too late. A real-time system does 
not always have to be efficient and fast but it have to have a worst-case scenario so it can be 
predictable. There are two kinds of real-time systems soft- and hard. A hard real time system require 
that the system response are fast and correct a soft system may accept a delay in the response time 
but it has a upper limit. A real-time system has to work in a periodical time scale and must therefore 
adapt the controlled process time scale and at the same time it has to react to external events. The 
real-time system is therefore often programmed with parallel processes or threads. 

3.2 Distributed system 

A distributed computer system [2] is defined to be a system of multiple autonomous processing 
elements cooperating in a common purpose or to achieve a common goal. You can divide the 
distributed system into two classes, tightly coupled or loosely coupled. Tightly coupled means that the 
nodes got access to a shared memory while loosely coupled do not. In a tightly coupled system the 
synchronization and the communication can bee more efficient with a little help of techniques based 
on shared variables. Loosely coupled systems communicates best trough message passing between 
each other. Another way to divide the system into groups is trough which processor the system has, 
either homogeneous or heterogeneous. In the homogeneous system all processors are of the same 
type while in the heterogeneous it is not. The name server in CES belongs to the class loosely 
coupled and heterogeneous processors. 

There are several problems using distributed applications, problems like:
 Language support - It is easier to code a distributed system if the language supports partitions, 

configurations, location and reconfiguration. This is not a problem in CES because it only 
supports C language and C supports all of this.
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 Reliability - If you got several different processors in the system it make possible for the 
application to be more tolerant against processor failure. If one kind of processor fails another 
may still work.

 Distributed control algorithms - In a distributed system you need to get access to the data that 
is needed even if a computer or network goes down. An additional problem with the distributed 
system is that all nodes have their own local time and they are never exactly synchronized. 
Mutual exultation is one more problem in the distributed system. In CES a real time clock 
exists and also support for mutual exclusion. CES is in need of a distributed control algorithm 
and hopefully this thesis will solve the problem.

3.3 Reliable flooding 

Flooding [3] is a mechanism that guarantees that every node that is participating in the routing 
protocol gets one copy of all the other nodes link-state. Every node in the system is building, 
updating, sending, receiving and passing link-state information to every direct-coupled link 
(neighbour). Every Link-State Protocols, LSP, has the following information:

 Node ID of the node that have build the package
 A list of every direct coupled neighbour and the cost of the links
 A sequence number
 The packages lifetime

Every node periodically generates a new LSP package with a sequence number one grater than the 
last one. If node X receives a LSP package produced by node Y and the sequence number is grater 
than in the previous package from Y, X stores the information and passes the package on to all direct 
coupled links except to Y. If the sequence number is lower, X knows that the package from node Y is 
an old one and therefore throws the package away and the updates stops here. 

3.4 IP Multicast

The main goal of having a network is to be able to send and receive data packages between each 
other. These can bee done in different ways. When we are talking about IP addressing [5] there are 
only three kinds of techniques. The first one and the most commonly is the unicast. With the unicast 
technique the sender addresses the data package to one and only one destination. Broadcast is the 
second technique and in this case the sender sends the data package to every node that are
participating in the network. The third and the last technique is the multicast approach. In this 
approach the sender reaches all the nodes that have joined the multicast group and the other nodes 
in the network do not receive the package. The figure 6 below shows us the difference between 
sending a data package with unicast and multicast. 
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IP multicast has been developed to achieve scalability to a data transfer system. With multicast we 
can send one stream of data to multiple destinations. The sender send one data package to the group 
address and a copy of that message is sent to every node in the group. The copying is done by the 
router that has multicast support. A member in a group can end the membership whenever it wants. 

3.5 Name Server Protocol 

The existing name server protocols that are used today are many and we have study a few of them. 
We have looked at how they store information and how they lookup information. The protocols are 
NBP [7], DNS [9] and OSE [10]. 

3.5.1 Name-Binding Protocol (NBP) 

NBP [7] is a name server protocol developed for AppleTalk. The main purpose is to map names to 
addresses and it is very important for AppleTalk because the address numbers that they use is not 
fixed. NBP is not a transport protocol that is, you do not use it to send and receive data. NBP allows 
you to bind a name to an address for an entity and register this so that others entities can look it up. 
The term entity refers to processes and applications that run on an AppleTalk network. Before the 
name and address is registered NBP validates the names uniqueness. When it is registered it is 
made visible to other entities throughout the network and stored in a name table. NBP connects 
together as a linked list the names table entries of all the registered entities on that node. Each 
named entity has a name of the form "Entity:Type@Zone". When a user starts an application and 
chooses an entity it sends out a multicast to all the other machines on the network asking for that 
entity type. All the devices on the network that have sockets that are of that type of entity sends back 
responses and the application display the responses in a list for the user to choose one of them.
To reduce unnecessary load on other computers on the network, NBP uses Ethernet multicast. NBP 
uses a hash function to select an Ethernet multicast address, and then sends the search request only 
to that multicast address. 

Figure 6 Unicast message passing and Multicast message passing.
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3.5.2 Domain Name Server (DNS)

DNS [9] is a standard protocol in Internet and it has a hierarchy’s database. The database is divided 
in to groups after different types of hosts. The structure of the database is based on a file system. At 
the top is the root and in the lower levels lie the name servers. The hosts in the system have unique 
names. The name server contains information about the domain name and answers the questions 
form the DNS. DNS-tree in total is divided into zones. A single name server has responsibility of one 
or more zones. In every zone their exist a Primary Master Name Server and also a secondary Master 
Domain Name Server that updates in periodic manner information from the Primary Master Name 
Server. 

ROOT

COM EDU USSE

RUTNORA

IDA

When a host in the domain IDA according to the figure 7 is going to send information to another host 
called WWW.NORA.SE. It sends a question to the Name server and if the names server knows the 
hosts (WWW.NORA.SE) IP-number it returns it. If not it sends the question to the Name server in the 
root. The root name server sees that it has the domain .SE and sends the question to that domain. If 
the .SE domain doesn’t have the answer it sends it to the. NORA domain and we hope the answer lie 
their and it is returned to IDA. The new knowledge about the IP-address to WWW.NORA.SE is now 
stored in the name server that exist in IDA. So the next time some one asks about WWW.NORA.SE it 
only has to check the cache.  

3.5.3  Operating System Embedded OSE 

There are two kinds of name servers in OSE [10] the name server and a name server proxy. The 
difference between this two is that the name server proxy do not have a server database therefore the 
name server proxy must be connected to a name server that do have the server database. Roughly 
described, when the client queries the name server proxy for a PID (clients can never query the name 
server or the name server proxy directly they have to send the queries to the phantom process called 
ose_ns) the name server proxy has to forward the query to the name server it is connected to. The 
name server in other hand provides functionalities like:

 Register and de-register services
 Obtain PID:s (processor identity) and hunt-paths to registered services
 Subscribe for notification of changes

And the name server interface enables services to add/remove themselves to/from the name server 
and enables clients to query name server for PID: s and paths. Let say that Printer2 is adding it self to 

Figure 7 DNS-tree structure
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target B: s name server and after that a client wants to find a printer and do a request to the name 
server in target A, now the client gets the PID to either Printer2 or Printer1 see Figure 8 

Link 
Handler

A

Name
Server

Client

Printer

Link 
Handler

B

Name
Server

Printer

GetServicePID
(”Printer”)

Add Service 
(”Printer”)

Target A Target B

All systems that holds services has to have a name server and all the name servers has to be directly 
connected to all other name servers in the system e.g. via a Ethernet connection, while the name 
server proxies has to be connected to one or more name servers see Figure 9

NS
NS 

PROXYNS

NS
NS

PROXY

Figure 9   The name servers are directly connected to each other via an Ethernet and the name server proxies are connected to one 

or several name servers

Figure 8   A printer in target B are adding it self to the name server then a client connected to target A are querying for a PID to a printer
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3.6 Multicast transport protocol

IP-multicast [5] use a protocol called IP-protocol and it is of the type best effort. Best effort means that 
the protocol does not guarantee that all the packages arrive in a correct way. This is the task of a 
transport protocol and different applications are in need of different kinds of secure transfer. For 
example a videoconference can tolerate that one or two package loss but when it comes to file 
transfer all the package has to arrive and also in the correct order. 
There are two kinds of reliable package transference, receiver-reliable or sender-reliable. With 
receiver-reliable the receiver is responsible to ask for packages that are lost. The receivers send out a 
NACK (negative acknowledgment) and ask for a resend if a package is lost. In this case the sender is 
unaware if the receiver receives the message sent. With sender-reliable the sender is the one who is 
responsible to make sure that every one receives the package sent. The sender expects an ACK 
(acknowledgment) from every node that the sender sent a message to. An ACK signals that one or 
more packages have been received and the NACK are signalling that a package is lost. Since all this 
kind of control sending traffic can build a bottleneck in the network especially the ACK. Therefore it is 
very important how to use this kind of ACK, NACK or any kind of control sending traffic. In this section 
we will look at some of the transport protocol that exists on the market today and in the end we will 
compare and discuss the difference between them. 

3.6.1 Reliable Multicast Protocol (RMP) 

RMP [13] is a transport protocol that offers both secure and unsecured transfer and package ordering. 
In the secure way the sender leaves all the necessary controls to a special site (token site). RMP also 
use acknowledgments (ACK) and negative acknowledgments (NACK) for guarantied secure transfer. 
ACK informs the sender that a package has arrived in a correct way and the NACK has the opposite 
function that is to inform the sender that a package is lost. The token site control is distributed around 
the members of the multicast group by sending around a token. The keeper of this token is the token 
site and responsible for sending ACK, repair error, set the order of the package and sending the token 
to the next token site. The token site shall also make sure that the latest arrived package is number N. 
N is the number of all the members in the multicast group. If it is the N package number it means that 
the token has been to all the members and the token site can send the token to the next token site. If 
the token site only received number N-1 package its mean that one message is missing. The token 
site then multicast a NACK addressed to the latest token site and if that token site has received the 
missing messages it resend it to the token site who send the NACK. Since the package might have 
gone missing much earlier a timer is set on the NACK and if that timer expires a new NACK is sent 
and this one is addressed to another token site that then has the responsible to resend the missing 
package if it had received it. This process is continued until the missing package is resent. 

3.6.2 Reliable Multicast Transport Protocol (RMTP) 

RMTP [12] is a transport protocol that guarantees a secure and sequential transfer to a multicast 
group. RMTP rearrange the receivers into a treelike network and the sender is set as the root. RMTP 
also divides the receivers into region groups, receivers that are located close to each other belong to 
the same group. One receiver in every group is set to be the designated receiver (DR). The sender 
and the DR are sending out offering-package with time to live values. When the package reaches the 
receivers every receiver joins the DR that has the highest time-to-live value. This procedure insures 
that the receiver joins the nearest DR. If a receiver later on gets an offering-package with a higher 
time-to-live value then before the receiver joins the new DR instead. A receiver always saves one of 
these old DR packages to be sure that it can rejoin the old DR if the active one should go down. 
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RMTP is based on ACK (explained in section RMP). The receiver sends ACK for a certain amount of 
messages in a periodically way. Messages that has error or are lost, is marked and sent to the 
receivers DR by unicast. The DR is buffering the message that arrives from the sender and can then 
resend all the messages that have to be resent by unicast or multicast depending on how many 
receivers that has asked for the packages. Since it is the DR that handles the resending of lost or 
damage packages the sender will not be overwhelmed with ACK from the receivers and if a new 
receiver is joining the group later on it is the DR that sends the information to the new member. This 
receiver-oriented solution of reliability message passing makes the RMTP flexible and scaleable. 
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3.6.3 Scalable Reliable Multicast (SRM) 

SRM [8] has been developed to accomplice a scaleable and receiver-reliable solution for multicast 
networks. The receiver-reliable solution is one way to go when using multicast and you want to 
achieve scalability; the sender-reliable solution does not scale with multicast. With this protocol the 
sender does not have to worry about who are or who are not participating in the multicast group. The 
sender just sends out the message to the multicast group and the receivers do ask for a resend of lost 
packages if anything is missing. In SRM all members in the network are participating and are 
cooperating when packages is lost. If e.g. node B is missing a package it waits a random amount of 
time before sending out a NACK to the multicast group. If e.g. node C also are missing the same 
package and has sent out the NACK before node B, then node B increase the amount of time before 
sending out its own NACK and hopes that the missing message arrives. If the message does receive 
to the multicast group before nod B: s time of delay has run out node B does not send out the NACK, 
but if the message do not arrive node B also sends out the NACK. 
The NACK is going to be received by every node in the multicast group and the nodes are then 
waiting a randomly amount of time before sending out the missing package. The thought behind all 
this random amount of time delays is to decrease the number of messages sent in the network. And 
with this random time delays only one node sends out the NACK and only one sends out the missing 
package. The random time delay is set proportional to the distance to the node that has sent the 
NACK. The idée behind this distance approach is that the nearest node should be the one answering 
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the NACK. Therefore the node nearest the calling node (that has sent the NACK) should have the 
shortest delay. To be able to detect that a package is lost in a message all messages have to include 
identification information like a session message and information about the distance between the 
hosts. 

3.7 Conclusions 

In this part we are looking at the advantages and disadvantages of some of the existing name server 
protocols and also multicast transport protocols.
The name server protocols that we have looked into are:

 Name-Binding protocol (NBP)
 Domain Name Server (DNS)
 OSE

The name server protocol that exists today is ether built upon a central solution or a distributed 
solution. The distributed solution can be done in two different ways the first one is to store all the 
information needed from everyone in your own name server and when the information is needed you 
only need to ask your own name server for the answer. The second way is to store your own 
information and then send a request to the other name servers in the network when needed.  NBP, 
DNS and OSE use the second way to reach all the information that they need. Since one of the 
requirements is that the name server has to be efficient and the message passing should be used for 
ordinary message instead of request messages therefore the NBP, DNS and OSE are eliminated.
After analysing the existing name server protocols we realised that we could not use any of the 
existing protocols.  

But how should we spread all the name server information around the network in an efficient way? 
There are three kinds of routing schemes that we could use that only differ in their delivery semantics 
it’s the unicast, broadcast and the multicast. With the unicast and the broadcast routing schemes the 
name server have to send one message per member in the network if the name server wants to reach 
all the members in the network with its information. But with the multicast the name server just has to 
send out one message to the multicast group and all members that are participating in the multicast 
group gets the information. Therefore the multicast routing schemes is the routing scheme for this 
network. Today there are several different multicast transport protocols. In this project we have 
studied:

 RMP
 RMTP
 SRM

All this protocols are interesting if you have a big network and benefits from using a standard protocol 
are that they are easy to maintain and performs well. A drawback with these protocols is that they feel 
too advanced for our network. We think that we are able to work out a better and more suitable 
protocol for CES if we do it on our own. A protocol that is specially made for CES is a protocol that 
does not have unnecessary code and it is easier to change the code if it is necessary. That makes 
both the code and the protocol more efficient for the task. 
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4 Possible solutions
In this part two solutions are purposed but the name server part is the same for both of them. That is 
the name server functions are the same and also the information stored in it. The difference between 
these two solutions is the way the name server is updated. 

4.1 Name server

The name server main task is to registers address points (AP). An address point is a service that the 
task offers to the network. The name server registers address points and adds it to the name server 
list. When a user wants to find a specified AP it uses the lookup function and then the name server 
returns an address point identifier (AP-id) for that AP. If a user wants to unregistered a specified AP 
the name server delete that AP and sends a multicast to all the other name servers in the network 
informing that this AP no longer exist. An AP can also be supervising another AP and also discovering 
AP: s with specified name pattern. When a AP want to supervise another AP it ask the name server to 
check if that specified name pattern exist in the name server list if not a message is sent to the calling 
AP and appropriated action is taken. The function discover takes a name pattern and add it to a 
discover list and then check if the name sever list contains this name patter if so a message is sent to 
the calling AP informing that a task with that name is discovered. If the name patter does not exist the 
discover function check again until it is found. 

4.2 Distributed control algorithm containing requests and confirms

To spread the active AP around the network we send empty hello requests to the multicast group and 
waits for hello confirm messages. (Figure 11) A timer is set to make sure that the hello request is sent 
every 1 second. When receiving a hello request we send a hello confirm message back that contains 
the name server list of our own AP. When we receive a hello confirm we register the new AP that 
arrived into the name server list. If it takes to long for messages to arrive a timeout is generated and a 
hello request is sent. 

NS1 NS2 NS3Time

HELLO REQ (NS1)

HELLO CMF (NS2)

HELLO CMF (NS3)

HELLO CMF (NS2)

HELLO CMF (NS3)

HELLO REQ (NS1)

HELLO REQ (NS2) HELLO REQ (NS2)

HELLO CMF (NS3) HELLO CMF (NS3)

HELLO CMF (NS1)HELLO CMF (NS1)

HELLO REQ (NS3) HELLO REQ (NS3)

HELLO CMF (NS2) HELLO CMF (NS2)

HELLO CMF (NS1) HELLO CMF (NS1)

Figure11 An overview of requests and confirms
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In order to be able to detect when a name server is lost the confirms are registered in a receive list 
and if a name server does not confirm in two time cycles it consider to be down and all the address 
points that belong to it are deleted. If the name server is restarted it will be registered again when a 
new confirm arrives. 

When a new name server is installed it starts to send hello requests and will receive the hello 
confirms sent from the other name servers in the system. After one complete time cycle the new 
name server has acquired all the information in the total system.  In the case of a lost packet it will 
take two cycles before the information is complete.

4.3 Distributed control algorithm containing only update messages

This solution is built upon sending as few messages as possible and still keeping the network going. 
In average case when there is not any AP unregistered the only thing the name server has to send 
out to the multicast group is the update message that contains the name servers own AP: s. No ping, 
pong, acknowledge or not-acknowledge are needed here. An update package is sent ones every 
clock cycle and a timer is set to keep track of that.
When receiving an update message the name server list is handled. The new AP: s that is not already 
registered is now registered. At the same time a flag is set in a received list, this lists main task is to 
keep track of from which name server the update message has arrived and from which it has not. 
The receive list adds all the name servers identity to the list as they arrives. The name server accept 
one occurring failure, that is if one update message is missing a warning flag is set to the particular 
name server and if the update message is missing twice in a row the particular name server is 
considered to be dead and the name server and its address points are unregistered from the name 
server list.

NS1 NS2Time

UPDATE (NS1)

UPDATE (NS2)

UPDATE (NS3)

UPDATE (NS2)

UPDATE (NS3)

UPDATE (NS1)

NS3

Figure 12 Sending Update messages that contains the name server list
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4.4 Conclusion

One of the main requirements from CES was that there could not be any kind of central solution and 
therefore the name server has to be implemented in every task. This take up a lot of memory but it 
makes the search for an address point in the name server much quicker and that is very important for 
CES. Since the operating systems main task is to send messages between address points the 
updating of the name server should be kept as efficient as possible. One way to keep the name 
server updating efficiently is to reduce the number of message sent so it does not take up to much 
bandwidth. The first solution sends both request and confirms during a time cycle it becomes a lot of 
messages. If the network contains several members the number of messages sent/received in the 
network is increasing rapidly and might therefore not be scalable. In the second solution every 
member only sends one message each in every clock cycle and therefore the number of package 
increase in a slower rate then in the first solution this makes it scale better. 

After analysing the number of packages sent/received during the updating face of the name server, 
following mathematical model is developed, se equation 1 and 2. 
In solution 1 every member has to send one request and one confirm for each member minus it self. 
All this put together resulted in equation 1

    
membersN

equationmessagesofnumberNN


 111

In solution 2 every member has to send one update message each and receives one update 
message for each member minus it self. All this put together resulted in equation 2.

    
membersN

equationmessagesofnumberN
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Name server updating efficiency in solution 1 and solution 2
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Figure 13 An overview of the number of messages sent during one time cycle for both solutions.
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The graphs in figure 13 show us that the solution 1 is exponential while the more efficient solution 2 is 
linear. After analysing both the solutions and counting the number of packet sent/received during one 
time cycle we decided that solution number two should be implemented as our prototype (see the 
excel figure in appendix 1).
  

5 Technical solution

This part covers the design of the chosen solution in detail and also some explanations of parameters 
that are needed if the name server should work in a real network. This prototype is implemented and 
tested on only one CPU with several programs running at the same time and for that reason we did 
not need to have unique identity for different CPU only for different processes. In a real network 
unique identity for the different CPUs are needed. Another important thing is that the network has to 
support multicast. Before we started to implement the name server we studied the CES source code 
and this was very time consuming but also very rewarding. We could reuse a lot of the source code 
and therefore save a little bit of programming time. 

5.1 Name server

The name server initiate two lists one for free address point identifiers (AP-id) and another list for 
storing the needed name server information. The idea behind the free AP-id list is to be able to reuse 
identifiers that no longer are active. The name server also initiates a container where to store all the 
information. When a task is unregistered all the information is deleted except for the AP-id that will be 
returned in to the free AP-id list. The information stored in the name server list is AP-id, name, remote 
address point, owner and the address point type.
The AP-id is an integer that increases by one each time a task is registered and the remote address 
point is the AP-id that the task has locally in that tasks CPU. The address point can be of two different 
types, local and global. Dependent on the type the task has different qualities a local address point 
means that it is available only on that CPU and a global address point means that it is available for all 
the other CPU: s in the network. The Owner is the identity of the task and this is a unique number. 
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Self-APGlobalTask1Sensor1
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Ap

AP-
type

OwnerNameAP-
ID

TASK 1
Lookup Display
Send to AP 2

TASK 2
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DISTRIBUTED
INFORMATION

TRANSLATE INTO REMOTE AP

1GlobalTask1Sensor2

Self-APGlobalTask2Display1
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Figure 14 An overview of the name server communication
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The translation into remote address point is done in the messages header. The destination is set to 
the remote address and this is done without the calling tasks knowledge.   

To make this solution work the user has to provide some information and this is done through the API 
function specified by CES.  When an address point is being register the user has to specify the name 
of that address point. This name is going to be the name that other user use for lookup that address 
point. When an address point is being unregistered an AP-id for that address point has to be specified 
by the user or by an unregistered multicast message. In the lookup function the user has to specify 
the name of the address point that it intend to find but also how long the task should be blocked if not 
found. The discover function needs the user to specify a pattern and for the supervise function to work
an AP-id for the supervised address point is needed and also a messages.       
The API functions that the name server supports are described in sequential diagrams below.

 Ces_com_register () - Register an address point.

API TASK
NAME

SERVER

CES_COM_Register(name)

Return AP

 Ces_com_unregister () – Unregistered an address point.

API TASK
NAME

SERVER

CES_COM_Unregister(name)

Figure 15 sequent diagram for case registered

Figure 16 sequent diagram for case unregistered.
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 Ces_com_lookup () – lookup an address point and block until the address point is found or 
specified timeout occurs. 

API TASK
NAME

SERVER

CES_COM_Lookup(name,delay)

Return AP

                                                        

 Ces_com_discover () - initialise detection of an address points with name matches a given 
pattern. Each time a matching address point is discovered a message is sent to the calling 
task.

API TASK
NAME

SERVER

CES_COM_Discover(pattern)

CESI_TASK_Send(msg)

CESI_TASK_Send(msg)

                                              

Figure 17 sequent diagrams for case lookup.

Figure 18 sequent diagram for case discover.
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 Ces_com_supervise () – supervise the logical connection to a specified address point. 
Indication will be sent if the address point is killed or the communication to the CPU hosting 
the task is lost.

API TASK
NAME

SERVER

CES_COM_Supervise(AP,msg)

CESI_TASK_Send(msg)

                                               

5.2 The initialisation phase

In the initialisation phase of CES all the tasks, links and name server has to be initiated and all the 
needed start up values is set and ready to go. When the link is initiated some important tasks are 
created. In our prototype there is a Multicast-transmitting task and a Multicast-receiving task. Their 
only job is to transmit and receive messages from the multicast group. It also has to be transmitting 
and receiving tasks created for every point-to point link that the CPU has. Their only job is to receive 
and transmit messages on that link. See figure 20 below.

Multicast
Group

Link MTX

RTX

TX

RXCPU1

CES NS

APPLICATION

LinkMTX

RTX

TX

RX CPU2

CES           NS

APPLICATION

Figure 19 sequent diagram for case supervise.

Figure 20 All the transmitting and receiving tasks in CES
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5.3 Distributed control algorithm 

 When the initialisation phase is done the name server starts to send out update messages. The 
update message is containing a list of the name severs own address points. It also has information 
about which CPU it belongs to. This has to be a unique number and has to be decided and set during 
the start up sequence of the network. The installer can either static decide which number goes where 
in the network or it can be randomly choose by e.g. hash algorithm. We implemented our prototype in 
a single CPU and could therefore use the process identity (PID) to separate the different name 
servers. 

As soon as the name server receives an update message the list in it is handled. The new tasks in the 
list are registered and the one that already exists are not. The name sever has there for some 
comparison to do between the received list and its own name server. The name server checks if the 
name and the owner is the same and if it is not the address point is registered and receives an 
address point id. The address point id that had been received from the message is set to the remote 
address point. In this way we have a connection between our own local address point and the remote 
address point. To be able to regulate how often the update message is sent out a timer is set. To 
achieve a clock cycle a timer is started at the same time as the update message is sent and stops 
when a time out message is received and then a new update message is sent again and so on. To 
start the timer a delay is given as an argument to the start timer function and when the timer has 
waited the particular delay a time out message is placed in to the name servers own message queue. 
The name server receives the time out message and timer is stopped and a new update message is 
sent out to the multicast group. 

In distributed networks it is important to know which neighbours that are alive and still are reachable. 
This also makes the program more robust and this is very important in a real time system. Since it 
would be devastating if the whole system crashed when in fact it was only one CPU that has gone 
down. So to make sure, that we have fresh information in the name server and that the name server 
only contains address points from neighbours that still are alive, another list is initialized, the check 
list. This list contains id, received and not-received fields. The column id is an identification number 
and is set when an update message from a new name server arrives. The value of column received is 
a Boolean and is initially set to false but is change to true at the same time as an update message is 
received. The column not received is also a Boolean and is initially set to false but the fields are 
change when a time out occurs and the received field is still false. When the update message is sent 
the received column is reset to false and the timer is started again. If the not-received field is set to 
true and a new time out occur and the column received for the particular name server is still false the 
second time the particular name server is considered to be dead and the name server and its tasks 
are unregistered. But if both received and the not-received field are set true when a time out occur 
both fields are reset to false and the name server in question are still alive. In appendix 2 there is an 
illustration of how this is done.
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6 Analysis
In this part the test environment and the test is described.

6.1 Test environment

The test were made in one CPU and not in a proper network and therefore further test has to be 
made to make sure the distributed control algorithm proposed scale properly.

6.2 Tests

Our supervisor and CES development team had implemented test programs that we could reuse for 
our test. The test programs consist of three tasks control, sensor and display. They had a point-to-
point connection between each other and also members of a multicast group se figure21 below.

Task Sensor
APSensor

Task Sensor
APSensor

Task Sensor
APSensor

Multicast
group

The main functions of the test program are that the control request data from sensor that confirms 
when received data from the hardware. When sensor has confirmed control performs a control check 
and if ok it sends the data to display. 

All three programs creates task and register address points into the name server and then the 
information is distributed around the network according to the distributed control algorithm. Before 
starting to send the request and confirms they lookup each other and when found the found address 
point is put under supervision.

6.2.1 Functionality

After testing all the functionality and analysing the result we found out that the function worked very 
well and since all the address points were stored in the name server the lookup function were very
fast and efficient. The lookup function use the discovery function to find a specified pattern and this 
worked also very well.

Figure 21 An overview of how the test program were connected
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7 Conclusions
We have examined if a distributed name server could be implemented as a part of CES. There were 
some problem that had to be solved and we located the problems and proposed measure to address 
these problems. The main problem was divided into two parts. The first part solves what information 
to be stored into the name server. The second part solves the problem of how the information should 
be distributed though out the network. For our research we looked at several already existing name 
server protocols and multicast transport protocols to see if there were useable for our project but also 
for inspirations and ideas. The existing name server protocols that we looked at were built up on 
requests (NBP, DNS and OSE) to get the name server information. We chose to look at these 
protocols because they were widely used. Because the existing name server protocols did not meet 
our requirements we had to make a solution of our own. When it comes to distribute the information 
stored in the name server we looked at several multicast transport protocols RMP, RMTP and SRM.
All of the existing multicast transport protocols have advantages and disadvantages, the main 
disadvantages were that they were too advanced for our projects requirements and condition.  
Therefore we decided to do a solution of our own that were tailor-made for CES. We came up with 
two solutions and after evaluation and discussion with our supervisor at TietoEnator we decided to 
implement one of them as a prototype. The implemented solution was linear when it comes to the 
number of messages sent during one clock cycle to maintain the network. The proposed name server 
with chosen distributed control algorithm preformed well and the use of multicast made the distributed 
control algorithm very efficient. Since all the name servers has all the address point stored locally the 
lookup function worked very well and was very efficient. A drawback with the implemented solution is 
that it sends the same name server information several times. But the advantages with this solution 
are that if something happens in the network it will be detected fast.

When theoretically comparing the implemented solution to other solutions it was found to be less 
messages intensive and therefore a better solution.
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8 Future work 
The name server could be improved even more if there is some restriction on how many update 
packages is sent. Today many update packages caries now new information and are therefore 
unnecessary. One solution is to send a limited number of packages and then stop. When a change 
occur for example a new address point is registered the sending of the update packages starts again. 
In this way the use of the link is used in a more efficient way. The amount of packages sent needs to 
be more studied to be able to find the optimal amount of packages to be sent. This can surely 
depends of what kind of system and how big the network is. 
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Appendices

9.1 Appendix 1: Calculations of solution1 and solution2

Members solution1 solution2
0 0 0
5 25 5

10 100 10
15 225 15
20 400 20
25 625 25
30 900 30
35 1225 35
40 1600 40
45 2025 45
50 2500 50
55 3025 55
60 3600 60
65 4225 65
70 4900 70
75 5625 75
80 6400 80
85 7225 85
90 8100 90
95 9025 95

100 10000 100
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Appendix2:Solution2

Register

Supposed Received Not-

received

8 True False

9 True False

Time out

Update

AP Remote

5 3

Supposed Received Not-

received

8 True False

Register Update

Start timer

Update

NS1

Id 12

NS2 

id 8

NS3

Id 9

AP Remote

5 3

6 4

 Stop timer
 Compare supposed& received in check list
 Reset the received field
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9 False False
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NS1

Id 12

NS2

Id 8

Update

NS3

Id 9

Start timer

Update

Supposed Received Not-

received

8 False False

9 True False

Time out

 Reset timer
 Compare supposed& received in check list
 Set the not-received field
 Reset the received field

Supposed Received Not-

received

8 False True

9 False False

Update

Start timer

Update

Supposed Received Not-

received

8 False True

9 True False

Time out

Supposed Received Not-

received

9 False False

 Reset timer
 Compare supposed& received in check list
 Unregistered NS2 and its tasks 
 Reset the received field
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